
		  
 

 

 
 
 

Zoustar x Dulverton 

Yearling Bay Colt 

 

Lot 259 Magic Millions Yearling Sale 

$300,000 

 
 

“A quality horse by a super sire, Zoustar, this lovely colt has strength and 
moves very well.  He possesses a stallion’s pedigree, and I’d be aiming to 

run in the Magic Millions 2yo race 2021” 
-Bjorn Baker 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ZOUSTAR 
Zoustar is the most exciting young stallion in the country. His statistics are 
unrivalled with over 10% stakes performers from only three crops of racing age. 
Zoustar’s best horse to date, Sunlight, was also bred and sold by Widden Stud 
and she returned the following year to take out the Magic Millions 2yo Classic 
en route to three Group 1 wins. The Coolmore Stud Stakes is arguably the most 
important three-year-old race of the season and Zoustar had the trifecta with his 
first crop in 2018. He is fully booked at stud in both Australia and the UK and 
early indications are that he has the potential to become the most influential 
reverse shuttle stallion ever. 

 
DULVERTON 

Dulverton is a multiple city winner in Melbourne and won over $230,000 in 
prizemoney. She is a half-sister to Group 1 winner Warhorse and from the 
family of Group 2 winner California Dane. Her sire, Commands, was an 
exceptional stallion in his own right but has made a huge impression as a 
broodmare sire from a relatively small sample size. Politeness, Got The 
Greenlight and Contentment are all Group 1 winners from Commands mares 
and rising stars Cosmic Force, Amercement and Pin Sec could add to that tally 
in the very near future. 

 
Physical Description 

A very powerful, correct colt with good bone and a balanced frame. He catches 
the eye and has the same qualities as his sire - great strength, presence and an 
attractive head. He walks with a real swagger and his temperament will give 
him every chance to succeed as a colt. He is an early October foal and gives 
every indication that he could be up and running as an early two-year-old but 
will be seen at his best in his classic year. 
- Jim Clarke, Clarke Bloodstock 

 
 

Get Involved 
Contact trainer, Bjorn Baker for more information: 

Email: bjorn@bakerracing.com.au 

Phone: 0424 242 035 
Or my Racing Manager Stephen McLean 

Email: stephen@bakerracing.com.au 
Phone; 0458 550 190 

 
 
 
 



		  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 


